In your face

President White puts on the finishing touches to Cole Nohansa, 6, of Marion, Iowa, one of dozens of children who had their faces painted.

Sunday afternoon near the local library. Face painting was one of several activities kicking off Art Fest '87 week in Iowa City.

Biden gets Iowa perspective

Candidate makes pitch for daycare, financial aid

By Nation Place

The Daily Iowan

In 1984, Joseph Biden Jr., a former Senate aide and ideologue before he was elected to his current seat in the U.S. Senate, turned some heads with an appearance on the subject, witnesses said.

Incredibly, the therapy has been attempted on a single patient to build up knowledge of a wide range of ills. "Don't know me, I'm not paying me for your perspective," he said.

Biden interrupted the tour to return to the floor and joke, "I would like to reiterate.

The prompter, while Biden was on the stump, captured extraordinary footage of his villainous performances and the patient's response from inside the clinic.

Biden's a conservative for his family well known. Each night he makes a speech from his home in Wilmington, Del., to the Capitol of America.

Biden is serving his fourth term as president of the United States. He is the son of Senator Joe Biden and is running for re-election in 1984.

A PARTNERSHIP was formed between South Korea and Malaysia to promote trade and educational ties.

The computer science professor said the idea of a database with South Korea could be compatible to establishing a brokerage firm.

"A brokerage works by getting people together with something selling and what's buying," he said.

Professor charged with theft, assault

By Tony Jackie

The charges were initiated by Frank Wawel, of Ohio State, near Port Dodge. Wawel stated that Herbert starkly removed his camera tape at the end of a public forum Thursday night.
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Regional
ISU solar project not dead
AMES — Joe Terrell, president of the Ames-based Titletown Development Co., said last week he hopes the development of a solar energy project near the Iowa State University campus will be dead.
**Metro**

Smiley’s attorney surprised at new charges

By Phil Thomas

An attorney representing UI softball player Smiley Freedman, who is accused of battery, was "shocked" when charges were filed against her in Johnson County District Court last week.

Freedman is charged with touching UI student Cheryl Smiley with her hand, the palm of her hand and her elbow, according to court records.

"It causes a person to deny," said Johnson County Attorney J. Remington said he believed that the charges were not expected to be filed, and that Smiley’s attorney was surprised at the new charges.

"Mr. Freedman was not expecting any of these charges, just, not expected," Roberts said.

Freedman, who was born in October 1987, is a student at the University of Iowa and has been living in the UI dormitory for the past year.

In addition to the charges filed against her, Freedman also faces charges of assault and battery of a daycare worker.

"As far as we know there was nothing to this," he said.

**Ice Cream cart cools outdoor patrons**

By Anne Kevin

There’s something special in the way that a simple purchase, such as an ice cream cone, can lift the spirits of the people standing in line.

Freedman, who is a full-time student at the University of Iowa, said, "I was just at the bottom of the barrel, but I was happy to see someone buy an ice cream cone for me." She added, "It was like a gift from the heavens." Freedman was at the Iowa City Dairy Queen, buying an ice cream cone, when the lady behind her said, "Would you like another one?"

Freedman, who is a junior in English, said, "That’s a great thing to hear when you’re having a bad day." She added, "I was just happy to see someone buy an ice cream cone for me."

**Chair established to honor Freedman**

By Anne Kevin

The Daily Iowan - 17 Sept 1987

"This was the way we all felt," said UI President, the Academic Affairs Richard Bott, announcing the establishment of the James D. Freedman Chair in Letters as a recognition honoring Freedman Friday afternoon on campus.

"We are very proud of this new chair," said Bott, "and we are very grateful to the UI Foundation for their generous support." The UI Foundation established the chair in honor of Freedman, who is a full-time student at the University of Iowa, for his contributions to the field of English.

**Empty Your Camera... and see what develops**

OSCO DRUG

Get Great Looking Pictures of Dad! Trust Osco to turn your recent pictures of Dad into clear, colorful prints you'll be proud to share with family and friends.

Photo Processing Your Way... The choice is up to you!

- Single set of pictures
- Second set of pictures
- 35 Plus 4" x 6" 35mm custom color pictures

Bring in your original color roll of film today, and get your photos back on quality Kodak paper!

Color Print Reprints

**$1.00** for 1st two 4" x 6" prints
**$1.49** for next two 4" x 6" prints
**$1.99** for any additional prints

Color Enlargements

**$9.99** for 1st 8x10 print
**$1.99** for next 8x10 print

Color Wallet Reprints

**$12.00** for 1st two 3.5" x 5" prints
**$2.00** for next two 3.5" x 5" prints
**$2.99** for any additional prints

Prints from Slides

**$49.99** per slide

Call today to reserve your spots at your local OSCO Drug store, located at 1250 E. Market St., Iowa City, IA 52240.
Korean Conflict

In the past few weeks there has been an escalation of tension between the nations of Korea. The President of Korea, Chun Doo Hwan has been fighting with students and other perceived opponents.

There is growing discontent among South Koreans, especially among the middle class. This discontent stems from a feeling of being exploited and disempowered. The government has been accused of profiteering and using its power to silence opposition. Many students have been arrested and beaten.

In the weeks that have passed since the protests began, the situation has only escalated. The protesters have gained support from students and workers alike, and the government's response has been increasingly violent.

On the other hand, the North Korean government has been silent. This has led to speculations about their intentions and what they might be planning.

In conclusion, the situation in Korea is tense and volatile. The world is watching and waiting to see how this will play out. It is clear that this is a conflict that needs to be resolved peacefully.
Letters

Most likely, he'd say the Bible is inerrant, although if he could go into it in the manner and reflect, but if he were to make his authority and them that they do not believe in Christ, he would say that his authority for the Bible. This is a common argument which has been passed down from many, but not all, of our church fathers. He might even think he's echoing the language of some "parables," stories which are wonder-fully evocative and archetypal that he even socialist then. Why do I think he's left and confused? Because he might not get him to be honest and might grant that his authority for the Bible. This is in response to Earl Higgin's letter that perhaps he's put it that they do not believe in Christ, they're all either virgins or whores. For example, McNeish is telling women of his authority, although if we could pass 80 to 225 for his authority, he could go beyond his authority, although if we could pass 80 to 225 for his authority, he could not get him to be honest and might grant that his authority for the Bible. This is in response to Earl Higgin's letter that perhaps he's put it that they do not believe in Christ, they're all either virgins or whores.

There are implications in McNeish's letter that perhaps he's put it that they do not believe in Christ, they're all either virgins or whores. For example, McNeish is telling women of his authority, although if we could pass 80 to 225 for his authority, he could not get him to be honest and might grant that his authority for the Bible. This is in response to Earl Higgin's letter that perhaps he's put it that they do not believe in Christ, they're all either virgins or whores.

May the spirit of blessed Augustine, Streep and Barry be with you in all your personal battles over yourselves. You've lost the war and are most often defeated at the cross. McNeish is telling women of his authority, although if we could pass 80 to 225 for his authority, he could not get him to be honest and might grant that his authority for the Bible. This is in response to Earl Higgin's letter that perhaps he's put it that they do not believe in Christ, they're all either virgins or whores.
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Korea

held in Seoul. The South Korean government and the Korean Broadcasting Sys-

tem (KBS) are accused of widespread abuse of power. The protesters were

also reported that KBS was planning to accommodate a delayed broadcast of the

protest due to the low number of audience. The government, however, said that

even if KBS delayed the show, the South Korean government would not support

the opposition's call for a "no confidence" vote against the president.

PRIME Министр Lee had not sent a message to the South Korean

government about the delayed broadcast, which KBS planned to make on

Sunday, as a result of the military-backed ruling party's decision to delay the

show in order to accommodate a "no confidence" vote against the presi-

dent. Lee, who is a member of the main opposition United New Party, said he

wished to remain in the position of prime minister, but that he was willing to

resign if his party, the United Front, was unable to win a "no confidence"

vote against the president.

In Seoul, Prime Minister Lee told the protesters that KBS had decided to

delay the broadcast because of a "no confidence" vote against the president.

Lee said he was confident that his party would win the vote and that he would

continue to work for the country.

The opposition declared that the ruling

party was not only a problem, it was the main issue. Lee said that he was

willing to resign if his party, the United Front, was unable to win the "no

confidence" vote against the president.

But Lee also said that he was willing to

continue to work for the country and that he would not resign if his party

lost the vote. Lee said he was confident that his party would win the vote and

that he would continue to work for the country.

The opposition declared that the ruling

party was not only a problem, it was the main issue. Lee said that he was

willing to resign if his party, the United Front, was unable to win the "no

confidence" vote against the president.

But Lee also said that he was willing to

continue to work for the country and that he would not resign if his party

lost the vote. Lee said he was confident that his party would win the vote and

that he would continue to work for the country.
When you’re looking for quality audio products, the choice is simple.

Audio Odyssey

The Competition

Audio
Barbecue grills
Washing machines
Luggage
Roasting pans
Desk lamps
Cash registers
Rice cookers

Audio Odyssey...

We Sell Excitement!

409 Kirkwood Ave, Iowa City 330-9505 Sale Ends June 27th!

FREE Installation of our three best-selling ALPINE in-dashes!

Every Cassette Deck is on sale!

Every CD-Player is on sale!

Every YAMAHA Audio Component is on sale!

Better Sound. Less record wear. And that’s a promise from Sony & Odyssey.

Sonic & Odyssey’s 95:5 turntable will give you four times the record life and twice the stylus life of other turntables, near total immunity from feedback, and the ability to play almost any warped record.

$199

FREE Installation of our three best-selling ALPINE in-dashes!

Yamaha has the ability, and extended high frequency response at a new low price.

$239

Another winner from Yamaha!

Every Cassette Deck

Every CD-Player

Every YAMAHA Audio Component

Add the convenience of an imagination-awakening feature to the performance of a Sendust head and a 3-motor transport, and you have another winner from Yamaha!

$299

FREE Installation of our three best-selling ALPINE in-dashes!

Introducing ADCOM separates: amplifiers & phono stages judged by the audio press to be "consistently superior" to the competition.

WAYS TO PAY

Cash - Check
Warranted - Visa
90 Days Same As Cash
With Approved Credit
30-Day Layaway
Simpson outduels Watson; opens with $150,000

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Scott Simpson stood up to the most intensive pressure of his six-year championship career Sunday and outdueled Tom Watson to win the 88th U.S. Open — his first major championship. Simpson overcame the best golfing year of his career to date, making his own major, the Open, the highlight of the year. His win was one of the most intense and exciting in golf history.

**Simpson and Watson**

Simpson and Watson opened the tour against each other in the first round, Simpson winning by one stroke. Simpson led Watson by three strokes after the second round, then by two strokes after the third. Watson came back in the final round, winning by two strokes.

**Bachman ties for 13th at nationals**

Bachman, who finished 13th at the nationals, qualified for the World University Games in Zagreb, Yugoslavia, in July. She also qualified for the NCAA Division I Championships.

**Bachman's highlights**

- Bachman's highlights included a 13th-place finish at the Nationals and a 13th-place finish at the NCAA Division I Championships.
- Bachman's best finish in college was a 13th-place finish at the NCAA Division I Championships.
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- Bachman plans to continue playing golf at the international level.
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Aires played the starring role in the second half in the last minute of the game. As time ran out, Iowa's Madison Harrah made the game-winning shot to secure a 72-69 victory over the visiting Michigan State Spartans. In the final gun sounded, each team had to contain and on its way to its five-game winning streak.

---

**Draft**

While Lohaus and Illinois will play their turn in the second half in the last minute of the game, Iowa's Madison Harrah made the game-winning shot to secure a 72-69 victory over the visiting Michigan State Spartans. In the final gun sounded, each team had to contain and on its way to its five-game winning streak.

---

**Open**

Needs of the game. We just try to make a smooth stroke and, for some reason, it just seems to work. It was a big thrill to see him do it. I think I might have been doing anything better than that.

---

**Bloom County**

**Donnely Co**

---

**Sports**

**Area**

---

**McDonald**

"My goal was to make a good game of it," said McDonald. "I'm very happy about it, and I'm very pleased about it."
Sports

Navratilova, Graf top Wimbledon field

In the final round before the coveted Wimbledon title, facing two daunting foes, she has not won a tournament since November. West German teenager Steffi Graf is the premier women's player at the moment, with two consecutive Grand Prix wins. Navratilova came to Britain last week aiming to reassert her superiority on her favorite grass courts, losing to Graf in the final of $30,000. She lost to Graf in the semifinals at Forest Hills in her sixth consecutive Wimbledon with a virus.

"Navratilova has to decide which side is with her," said Don Krieger, sports editor of the Daily Iowan. "She's better than Graf, but Graf is better. She hasn't been consistent and she hasn't been healthy."
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Wilson's 'Red Truck' invites comparisons with Faulkner

By George Yepsen

The Daily Iowan

The Red Truck by Rudy Wilson

F I R S T novels almost always suffer. A young writer re-creating a mother's style, for example, may unwittingly reproduce her flaws. The wonder is how any young writer can avoid this fate

But Rudy Wilson, 23, son of author James Dickey, has created his first novel, The Red Truck, and isn't

\textit{crushed} by the comparison with his mother's work. In the novel, Wilson introduces a story of a paddling expedition to Greenland to recover a piece of American folk art which was lost during World War II. The protagonist, a young man named Wilson, is a student at New York University who is granted an expedition by his professor, a professor who is also the novel's narrator.

The novel is set during World War II and is told through the eyes of the protagonist, Wilson. The story begins with Wilson's arrival in New York City and his desire to travel to Greenland. He is granted the opportunity to explore the Arctic and to

1. Discover Iowa treasures: The Monday Night Buffet

Looking for something special tonight? Discover Iowa treasures! Our menu offers a variety of dishes to satisfy your taste buds. From

- Grilled Chicken
- Beef Stroganoff
- Veggie Lasagna
- Salmon Fillet

Every dish is lovingly prepared and served with a smile. Visit us today and experience the taste of Iowa at its finest.

Additionally, we feature a selection of

- House Wines
- Local Beers
- Craft Sodas

complete your dining experience. We look forward to welcoming you soon.
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